Get Comfortable Being Uncomfortable: Achieving Your Goal
By Michelle Witkin, Ph.D.
The music is pumping, the class is full, and the energy is palpable in the room. Fitness trainer
and indoor cycling instructor Wendell Mitchell moves through the rows of students.
"Get comfortable being uncomfortable!" he calls over the music, and the students respond, each
giving a little more than they thought they could a moment ago.
The anxiety therapist in me delights in what is happening here. He directs students to do what's
difficult - what's outside their comfort zone - and they do it. Each knows on some level that the
only way to get to where they want to be (weight loss, endurance, energized, etc.) means having
to push themselves through some level of discomfort. They know that it won't be given; it has to
be earned. "No pain, no gain" is the familiar gym mantra.
"This is just like anxiety treatment," I think to myself.
In anxiety treatment, the therapist instructs and encourages the patient to act outside oftheir
comfort zone, to do something different than they might already be choosing to do. By taking
these steps forward, anxiety is something that one can learn to manage and to thrive with. Yet
many people fear what treatment for anxiety will be like. Just the mention of standing up to your
fears is enough to keep many away from the treatment that could open the door to a much better
life.

What Does He Know?
I'm intrigued by how Wendell is able to get so much out of his students, and I wonder what it is
that he knows that benefits his fitness students, and applies so well to anxiety sufferers. I sit
down with him to talk one sunny day. It's clear from the start that, in the nearly twenty years he
has been in the fitness industry, he has developed a passion for changing lives. I wonder with
him how he is able to inspire motivation in his students - and what nuggets I might take from this
into my treatment of anxiety sufferers.
He is quick to point out that the motivation must come from each individual themselves, and not
from any goal he might have for them.
"They need to find what their motivation is for being here," he says, noting that he encourages
students to think about why they are in class.
I quickly draw a parallel to anxiety treatment. A person seeking treatment must know their
"Why?" Why are they in treatment? It is the job of therapist to instruct the patient in successful
techniques and to nurture that inner motivation - that "Why?" - and keep it in sight throughout
treatment. Without a "why," there is no compelling reason to get better. In fitness, the motivation
might be to live a healthier life. With anxiety, the motivation might be to be able to do things a
person has been wanting to do, but has felt too afraid to try.

"It's Empowerment"
Wendell also explains to me that something happens when a person decides to push themselves,
even just a little. There's a recognition that they did something that they previously thought they
could not - and that tends to trigger even more motivation.
"It's empowerment," he says. "Most people walk away feeling unstoppable."
Again, I draw a parallel to anxiety treatment. When a patient does something that they previously
thought they couldn't, there is an incredible feeling of empowerment. And this empowerment
tends to help propel a person forward. The memory of that success can be a great motivator.
Baby Steps
With anxiety treatment, just as with fitness training, finding your "baby steps" is key. Rarely
does a fitness student or anxiety patient start with the most difficult task. If you've never taken a
45 minute indoor cycling class before, you probably wouldn't expect to be a top performer in
class on your first day. And if you've never stood up to a particular fear before, you most likely
wouldn't expect to stand up to the scariest thing right off the bat.
"You need to figure out where their baby steps are," says Wendell, when discussing taking the
trip up the fitness ladder. Then you can "celebrate the little small victories."
When it comes to anxiety treatment, the same is true. A person chooses the steps that feel
manageable to them as they work their way toward conquering a fear. Each step is a cause for
celebration.
Be Willing
Most people begin a fitness routine knowing it will be tough work. As Wendell likes to say, "this
is a workout, not a cookout, folks." Any patient I ask about getting fit or getting good at
something that involves fitness (from cycling to hiking) can tell me that it is more than just
showing up and going through the motions. It takes hard work, and if one does the work, they
will see improvement, and what seemed difficult at first gets easier. The same is true for anxiety
treatment. It takes hard work facing your fears, learning new ways of coping, and pushing
through challenging exposures. Yet the payoff is seeing what seemed insurmountable before
become more manageable - maybe even easy. And just like in fitness, you get to do it at your
own pace. Pushing yourself harder means more progress; going a little slower means more
measured progress.
The key is "being willing," says Wendell when he talks of progress in fitness. A person has to be
willing to push themselves toward a goal. If they do, they may find themselves somewhere
unexpected.
"I didn't think I could do it, but here I am. I'm not gonna like it, but I'm gonna do it again."

With anxiety as it is with fitness, if you push yourself, practice, and repeat - willingly - you may
find yourself soaring to places you never imagined. Get comfortable being uncomfortable.

